March 2020

COVID-19 IS A STRESS TEST EXPOSING
STRUCTURAL HURDLES IN BOTH OUR
FINANCIAL SYSTEM AND SOCIETY
We are in strange and scary times. We are at war with a virus
which is all the more deadly in that it cannot be easily discerned
but it is metastasizing geometrically. Moreover, COVID-19 and
the measures required to contain it are also exposing structural
hurdles in our society and our financial system.
With respect to our financial system, this is not a rerun of 2008.
2008 was a liquidity crisis that morphed into a credit crisis which
was exacerbated by bloated and over-leveraged household and
financial sector balance sheets. Today we are facing a selloff fueled by a public health crisis which has metastasized into a generalized crisis of confidence. This crisis in confidence can only be
alleviated when citizens and investors believe that policy makers
have a handle on the rate of contagion and mortality from COVID-19. Until this is alleviated, policy impetus will have limited
value. This is why, despite being the epicenter of the COVID-19
virus, Chinese equities are now outperforming other markets. In
early February, Chinese equities were among the world’s worst
performers (their decline started after state media reported on
January 20th that human-to-human transmission of the virus
was possible). During this time, American markets were, almost
on a daily basis, climbing to record highs. Since mid-February,
when the rate of contagion markedly reversed (see CHART 1),
their positions have since been reversed. Equities have cratered
throughout much of the world while it is China that has generated the world’s best-performance. As of March 18, the CSI 300
index, a benchmark of China’s biggest companies, is down by
about 12.4% YTD and 11.4% for the trailing month. In contrast,
the S&P 500 index is down 25%YTD and 28% MTD. Additionally,
the Euro Stoxx index is down 36.3% for the year and 37% for the
trailing month.
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Country comparison by number of confirmed cases
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Country comparison by number of confirmed deaths
Log scale, starting from 2 deaths, as of 3/19/2020
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Source: The Center for Systems Science and Engineering at John Hopkins
University, World Health Organization, BNO News
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Bear markets occur in phases, and their narrative can mutate.
What began as a selloff caused by the coronavirus outbreak
could well mutate into an oil crash-related selloff, and then mutate again into a selloff due to policy impotence, or something
else. The obvious risk to this scenario is that as economic activity
resumes, there is another ramp-up in contagion. Therefore, our
assumptions about the effectiveness of public health measures
to curb the spread of the virus present a material market risk.
A.

Central banks’ massive liquidity injections have been necessary as a palliative to prevent the near-term risk of the
financial system from collapsing. Specifically, as investors
panicked and the flight for safety took hold, the U.S. dollar
has become in short supply in the global offshore market.
The huge demand for cash created by corporations tapping
their credit lines accentuated this problem as commercial
banks withdrew from the repo market in order to provide
the necessary cash to the non-financial private sector. The
Fed’s repo market injections and bond purchases, as well
as the global dollar swap lines set up around the world, are
designed to address this lack of liquidity in the global funding markets.
However, Global financial markets are witnessing the unwinding of the monetary policy put. For the past several
years, the consensus in the global investment community
was that risk assets could not go down because of policy
puts from the Federal Reserve, the US Treasury and President Trump, the European Central Bank and the Chinese
authorities. With rates at near zero or negative levels, monetary policy will have a limited potency in stimulating economic activity. Nor do policymakers want it to; as more economic activity will only aggravate the public health crisis.
Recent market action highlights the danger of an income
shock when rates are this low. Over the past week, real (inflation adjusted) yields have been rising, even as nominal
yields, stocks, commodities, and gold were falling. A rise in
the real yields facing borrowers into a slowing economy is a
very dangerous combination, as it demonstrates that policy
is tightening at a time when an easing is warranted. In retrospect, one could argue that the massive easing measures
undertaken by the Fed and other central banks last year
were deployed too early. So today we are left with a serious
economic shock, with fewer conventional monetary policy
tools; increasing the odds that the economic weakness from
this shock will become self-reinforcing and difficult to reverse, lasting far longer than the virus itself. The dramatic
market moves in recent days have increasingly priced in
such a risk, leaving markets discounting that the coronavirus will have big implications for the long-term level of economic activity, corporate profits, inflation, and interest rates,
with the zero bound a persistent obstacle.
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B.

C.

D.

Fiscal measures will help to reduce the economic fallout
and insolvency risks due to the forced reduction in economic activity as a result of wide-spread social distancing.
Importantly, they hopefully will reassure citizens and businesses that they can stay at home and not worry about lost
incomes. This will not only facilitate social distancing, which
is critical for slowing the rate of contagion; but also hopefully restore some measure of confidence in our policy-makers. The list of large spending packages proposed by governments around the world is only growing longer. Some
countries, like France and Spain, have already announced
guarantees and allocations measured in hundreds of billions of euros. The German state bank KfW has half a trillion euros available to support small businesses. The White
House is talking about a $1.2 trillion support package. China
cut rates again and is ready to open the fiscal and credit taps
in a fashion similar to 2008. These measures are designed
to avoid a freeze up of the credit market and to reduce the
risk of bankruptcies among small businesses and individuals as a result of the ensuing economic slowdown.They also
increase the odds that economies will be able to rebound
once the worst of the pandemic is behind us. However, for
most major economies, structural imbalances will ensure
that this will again be another policy induced “sugar high,”
much like the relatively short-lived effect of the 2017 tax reductions.
While in the short-run, the massive fiscal spending measurements are positive, in the long-run, they greatly increase the
risk that inflation will return. Indeed, all major war spends,
particularly when accompanied by strands of nationalism
(or at a minimum, less globalization), have historically been
inflationary. This could lead to nasty surprises for bond investors which, consistent with expectations of protracted
weakness, are discounting low interest rates and disinflationary weakness (based on breakeven inflation rates) over
the next decade. Ultimately such a trend would challenge
sectors that have especially thrived from globalized supply
chains, such as technology.
Global growth will obviously be affected by the spread of
COVID-19 and the precautionary measures taken by the authorities, companies and households around the world to
contain the outbreak. Precise forecasts for GDP growth and
a potential trajectory of COVID-19 cases are not credible, and
hence cannot be relied upon to formulate a sound investment strategy. For the U.S. economy, I have seen estimates
as high as -6% annual GDP growth to a severe but short
two quarter recession. This uncertainty is raising the risk
premiums that investors demand. The coming months will
be plagued by weak economic data and disappointing earnings results. The latter point is especially important, since it
directly impacts equity multiples. For instance, if a company
is trading at $10 and has earnings at $2, its multiple is five
times. At five times earnings, this stock might look cheap
and worth buying. But if earnings collapse to $1, the multiple quickly becomes ten times – and all of a sudden this
company looks unattractive.
One method for estimating how far stocks will fall is to
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evaluate whether expectations for the long-term growth of
earnings discount maximum fear. The market is currently
discounting a long-term earnings discount of -2% vs. a previous trough of around -2.5% in 1974, 2008 and 2011. Empirically, real bond yields and the expected growth rate are
correlated. The following table from BCA Research puts this
in perspective.
Estimating a Range for the Bottom in U.S. Stocks

TABLE
1

S&P 500 (Current)
Level

Trailing P/E

Implied Long-Term Growth Rate based on a
historical Equity Risk Premium (ERP) of 3%

2,398

15.8

-2%

10 Year
Treasury Yield

S&P 500
Assuming Long-Term Growth Rate =-2.5% and ERP = 300 bps

0.0%

17.73

2,692.63

0.5%

16.25

2,468.24

1.0%

15.00

2,278.38

1.5%

13.93

2,115.64

Source: BCA Research
The major caveat is if global central banks cannot tame the
liquidity crunch currently taking hold of global markets or
if it metastasizes into a solvency crisis, that the earnings
discount rate could be even lower than the -2.5%; which
would lead to much larger index drawdowns at all Treasury
yield levels. That and a potential trillion dollar plus stimulus/
treasury glut and a revised global supply chain could facilitate inflationary pressures. In that scenario, yields could rise
further and the long-term expected growth rate could fall
deeper. Given the absence of visibility with respect to the
path of the virus as well as these dynamics, we remain defensively positioned.
However, if the current bloodbath in risk assets persists, a
market bottom could be reached well before bad economic
data are released or COVID-19 infection cases peak. Some
of the indicators we are regularly gauging to change our risk
profile include the following:
•

The changes in the rate of contagion globally, with a
particular focus on Italy. This can enable investors to
benchmark the duration after social distancing that the
contagion shows signs of peaking

•

Valuation levels relative to prior historical extremes

•

Option-adjusted sovereign corporate bond spreads in
key markets

•

Central bank activity (using the current liquidity model)

•

Commercial paper OIS spreads

•

Implied currency volatilities

•

Technical indicators relative to the gold to copper ratio
and stock bond ratios

•

Markov regime switching models
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Finally, for those of us who have had the privilege of being able to
work remotely (and it is a privilege that many in our country and
world cannot even pause to contemplate let alone afford), I would
encourage a moment of reflection on what both our response to
the virus and its disparate impact exposes about our society and
culture. My own reflections have turned to Frank M. Snowden’s
Epidemics and Society: From the Black Death to the Present, where
Snowden writes: “Epidemic diseases are not random events that
afflict societies capriciously and without warning… Every society
produces its own specific vulnerabilities. To study them is to understand that society’s structure, its standard of living, and its political
priorities.”
COVID-19 is a disease that is all the more deadly because it hides
in our bodies and preys on that most human of endeavors – social
interaction. In western democracies, it is thriving as a result of ideals that we hold most dear – individualism over the collective interest, freedom of movement, association, expression (even when
dangerous disinformation is espoused), and a deep cynicism over
establishment authorities and experts. It is this cultural similarity
that explains why Italy’s response to the virus is more useful as a
benchmark than China’s or even South Korea’s.

The coronavirus is a stress test or more specifically, a dry run for
potential disasters to come. It’s a test of our ability to rise above
perpetual present-tenseness and cultivate our capacity to cope with
planet-scale disasters (such as pandemics and climate change) and
universal imbalances, such as income inequality. It and all such
overarching threats to our survival will always thrive by exploiting
our major societal and biological vulnerabilities. I am confident that,
or at least hope that, we will pass this test; even if barely so and
not without a lot of grief, stress, and loss. But my hope is that COVID-19’s exposure of our societal failures and vulnerabilities will be
instructive. That the deep sense of interconnectedness, appreciation of our collective interests, and understanding of the wisdom of
preparedness beyond the immediate and convenient that follows
in the wake of this and all such tragedies will last beyond it. That
the countless medical professionals and first responders that are
on the front line of the fight, that the restauranteurs and grocery
store attendants that suffer through our anxiety and intemperance,
and that the many random acts of kindness or encouragement rendered by everyday persons, will garner more adulation than our favorite sports or movie star. So whenever we get a chance, perhaps
we can start by thanking these heroes. Because in them, and the
character that undergirds them, lie our own salvation.

I have come to believe that structurally addressing the most significant threats to our survival and our way of life — global pandemics,
climate change, income inequality — require a structural change to
our cultural mindset. Our neoliberal ideals subsume collective endeavor to self-interest, encourage short-term thinking and organize
our lives around the constant insecurity and stress that actively prevent us from thinking beyond the next fiscal quarter. This cultural
paradigm also has a basis in biology: research based on Functional
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) studies of test subjects present compelling evidence that the human brain is biased towards
short-term, emotionally charged rewards and not long-term, logical goals. Is it any wonder that despite multiple warnings on the
urgent need for social distancing to “bend” the virus’ rate of contagion, that we irrationally hoard toilet paper and continue to witness
crowded bar and beach scenes?
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